
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE- 

Prominent Scottsdale Personal Injury Attorney Firm Responds to Increasing Bicycle Use By Specializing 
in Bicycle Accidents 

Scottsdale, Arizona, October 25, 2012- Bicycling is not just a past time for children anymore. The Lance 
Armstrong case has shown that it is big business. Cities such as Atlanta, GA have shown that it is a major 
answer to rush hour congestion with the opening of the 5th and West Peachtree Bike Project in October 
2012. Arizona changed its bike laws in 2011 and proposed more changes to make commuting by bike 
even easier. Thanks to these developments and rising energy prices, more adult Americans are riding 
bicycles as part of their daily commute than ever. 

More bicycle commuters on the roads means more accidents, as bicyclists and motorists interact in greater 
numbers. Scottsdale, AZ is no exception to this trend; especially given the city was named as a Gold 
Circle recipient by the League of American Bicyclists for its bicycle friendly policies and facilities in 
September 2011. This ever increasing risk of bicycle accidents creates the need for a Scottsdale bicycle 
accident attorney who specializes in and is familiar with the unique characteristics of these types of 
accidents. 

The law firm of Wade & Nysather has answered that need. The firm currently handles other personal 
injury and accident cases, but has decided to focus their 20 years of experience on bicycle accident cases 
in Scottsdale and the surrounding area. This makes them well-equipped to handle the specific issues and 
laws pertaining to these types of cases that do not arise in typical motor vehicle cases. Additionally, their 
policy of only taking compensation after a client is paid allows even the most budget-conscious family to 
have access to quality legal representation.   

About Wade & Nysather- 

Personal injury attorneys Mike Wade and Mike Nysather are the senior partners of the	  firm of Wade & 
Nysather, which has been in business for 20 years. The firm never represents insurance companies or 
product manufacturers; it only represents individuals and families.  Since Wade & Nysather have been 
practicing together, their lawyers have helped thousands of individuals and families to protect their legal 
rights. Wade & Nysather is a highly respected accident and injury law firm with two conveniently located 
offices in Glendale and Scottsdale, Arizona. The firm’s website address is http://www.azaccident.com.  
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